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START SOMEWHERE: Colorado road trip

Sydney Mayer
State President

Beep Beep!!! What’s that? It’s the car waiting to take you on the ultimate Colorado Road Trip, this year’s Colorado
FCCLA theme. We are challenging you to Start SomewHERE by immersing yourself in all that Colorado has to offer,
educating your peers, and discovering the joy of accomplishing your goals.
The program of work and our road trip throughout the year is divided into three sections: Are We There Yet?, Where?
Here!, and You Are Here. Each section takes a different part of our journey and uses it to inspire and empower members
to be the change they want to see in themselves, their families, and their own community.
The first stop in our program of work is Are We ThereYet? The goal of this section is to prepare members and Colorado
FCCLA for the road ahead. The state officer team challenges members across the state to map out trending Colorado
industries and their relevance to FACS, to fuel themselves with the knowledge and skills they need to be financially fit,
and to hit the pavement running by going for the red through recruiting, retaining, and recognizing members at all levels.
Colorado FCCLA wants to spend the year helping our members and advisers experience the best that our state and
organization have to offer so that we are always looking forward to the road ahead and asking Are we there yet?
The next stop is Where? Here! The goal of this section is to empower members to signal their concerns in themselves
and their community. Colorado FCCLA wants to inspire members to cut off the negative noise and change lanes by
adopting a positive personal mentality, to become an advocate by accelerating the knowledge of members and
community leaders, and to get your community up to speed by ﬁnding and addressing its needs! As we travel around the
state this year, Colorado FCCLA’s goal is to help members and advisers to see the changes needed in all levels of their
lives, and most importantly, empower them to make the needed change so that the road ahead stays smooth for
everyone.
The final stop in the program of work is You Are Here. The goal is to rally members to take the wheel and embrace the
here and now so that all FCCLA members can take control and drive the best path towards their futures. We want to
encourage members to rev up awareness for trafﬁc safety in their community through the FACTS national program, to
put the brakes on brutality by recognizing, reporting, and reducing youth violence through the STOP the Violence
national program, and to challenge members to plan the trip ahead, yet enjoy every mile traveled. As we embark on this
year’s trip of a lifetime, remember to take the wheel and create your own path while enjoying every moment.
The Colorado road trip this year through FCCLA is going to be different for everyone. Whether you are the most
enthusiastic and involved member, or are here just to make friends or compete, there will always be a path for you to
find, explore, and make all your own. No journey is ever the same because we will take away different memories and
knowledge from our trip, but I encourage each and every one of you to just Start SomewHERE. You may not know
where the journey may lead, but you will never know if you don’t begin……..

Meet Your State President
Your 2016-2017 FCCLA State President, Sydney Mayer, showed up from Northglenn High School in Northglenn,
Colorado last year to be the 2015-2016 FCCLA State Vice President of Events. Now, she will be a senior, FBLA
chapter president, HOSA chapter vice president, a National Honors Society executive officer, and a LINK leader. Along
with that, she is active in volleyball and cross country. When she is faced with the rarity of free time, she binge watches
Netflix: Grey’s Anatomy, Scandal, or Pretty Little Liars. “Sparkle doesn’t discriminate,” Sydney claims when she
explains that her favorite color is glitter. Even though one of her favorite movies is The Princess Bride, her favorite
song is Rachel Platten’s Fight Song and her favorite color is glitter, don’t let the frilly façade fool you! Sydney is an avid
roller derby player! Her friends think she has an alter ego because she is so different on wheels! Her fierce undertone
matches her favorite quote: “Be the kind of person that makes everyone else want to up their game.”
Congratulations to Victoria Connor for being elected as the National 1 st Vice President!
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#COFCCLA: Images of FCCLA

Linda Lombardi
VP of Public Relations

A family’s fondest memories are gathered around a
table. These state officers gathered at Nationals to
collaborate, learn and listen!

Rah, rah Colorado!" Learning the FCCLA Colorado song
is definitely something you should do, so you can sing
along with Joseph, Tatianna, Paige and Carissa!

FCCLA never has a dull moment!! The State Officers
always find a way to crack a laugh and take selfies:-)

At the CTSO training, the FCCLA State Officers learned
many new skills and met a lot of amazing people. Here,
they made mailboxes to exchange and receive little notes
with other CTSOs.

State Officers taking a quick break during a long day
of leadership!

The State Officers enjoying a refresh break at the San
Diego Zoo
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Did you know that the fear of long words is called hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia?

Meet Your VP of Public Relations
Linda Lombardi, our lovely Vice President of Public Relations, lives in Meeker, Colorado where she is also the President
of her local FCCLA chapter at Meeker High School. She will be a senior. When Linda is not rocking the red and the black
(considering that her favorite colors are purple and grey, she stays busy with cheerleading, lifeguarding, fishing,
mudding, and going to the lake. If Linda is not doing those things, she can be found watching Criminal Minds or The
Wizard of Oz on T.V. When asked about her favorite song, she says that it’s Give It All We Got Tonight, by Mr. George
Strait. Linda’s favorite quote is by Vince Lombardi (though unsure if he is a relative of hers). It is: “The difference
between a successful person and others is not the lack of strength, not the lack of knowledge, but rather a lack of will.”

Sydney Mayer

Calling All Seniors

State President

Senior year is an exciting time; there are so many things special to this year of high school and for FCCLA that you do
not want to miss out on! Did you know that State in April does not have to be the end of your FCCLA road trip?
Alumni and Associates gives members like you the opportunity to stay involved in Colorado FCCLA after high school by
providing professional networking opportunities, ways to give back and support FCCLA members, and the ability
to continue building lifelong friendships!
As an Alumni and Associates member, you can continue empowering others by:
1. Sharing experiences with local chapters and being a voice for FCCLA in your
community
2. Volunteering to judge a competitive event or to chaperone members at a
conference
3. Highlighting the benefits of joining a CTSO to students in Family and Consumer
Sciences courses
4. Advocating to legislators on the importance of FACS education
5. Setting an example for future members
In order to sign yourself or your senior students up, visit the “Alumni and Associates” page of the Colorado FCCLA
website http://fccla.cccs.edu/alumni/ and click registration. Don’t let your FCCLA experience fade away into the sunset
as you exit to college! We hope you will sign up for Alumni and Associates and see what this road trip has in store for
you, as well as all that you can bring to the members who come behind you!

Meet Your Second Vice President
Texas may have her heart, but Colorado Second Vice President Michaela Bailey has lived in both Trinidad and
Highlands Ranch, Colorado. She will be a senior at Highlands Ranch High school. Along with her state officer position,
Michaela has also been Mountain View District’s secretary and Highlands Ranch Chapter President. She’s on the move
often, as she enjoys hiking, climbing, running, “hammock-ing” and yoga. She mentors, participates in Student Council
and Link crew, sings in the choir, and is part of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. Michaela is reminded of happiness
and sunshine when she sees the color yellow, thus, it’s her favorite color. The joy can be echoed by her favorite quote by
Mark Twain: “Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear and the blind can see.” She loves Grey’s Anatomy from
the small screen and The Best of Me from the large screen. Michaela’s favorite song is Remington by Granger Smith.
One thing you’d never be able to guess about Michaela? She loves the dentist!
Did you know that there are over 5,400 FCCLA chapters nationwide?
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Looking forward: looking back...

Brooklyn Buhre
2106 Leadership Scholarship Recipient

These past four years have been absolutely amazing! I could not have asked for better memories, greater friends, or
more worthwhile lessons. As some of you may know, I graduated this past school year, which forced me to say goodbye
to not only the red jacket and gavel, but to being an FCCLA member. This farewell was by far the hardest for me
because I had to say goodbye to an organization that granted me life skills, forever friends, and opportunities I could get
nowhere else. You see, to me, being an FCCLA member means having a family. It means making friends you never
would have otherwise. It’s making connections with people in your school, in your state, and even all across the nation!
It’s creating memories that will last a lifetime and learning skills that impact you for life. It’s a home, a family, and the
reason you are who you are today. It’s FCCLA! <3
Although I am extremely sad that my time in FCCLA is through, I am so excited for my next chapter in life! In the fall, I
will be attending Colorado Mesa University in Grand Junction to double major in Radiology and Musical Theatre. I
decided to follow the passion and pay the bills, and I strongly encourage you to pursue what you love as well! With this
pathway, I hope to one day open my own ultrasound clinic so that I can be my own boss and make my own hours to
accommodate for my musical theatre rehearsals/performances. Thanks to Colorado FCCLA, I am starting to make this
dream a reality through the Leadership Scholarship I was granted at this past State Leadership Conference. Paying for
college is always a daunting task, but Colorado FCCLA has helped lighten the load through this amazing scholarship.
Although I am no longer an FCCLA member, I am positive that the memories and lessons I gained from FCCLA will
continue to impact my life as I continue Toward New Horizons. I may no longer be member, but I promise that you
haven’t seen the last of me! I can’t wait to give back to FCCLA as an Alumni Member and hope to see you at the 2017
State Leadership Conference! I want to give a huge thanks to all of you for inspiring me to be a better person, friend, and
leader and to this wonderful organization that has been my home for the past four years. I hope that you all continue to
reach 212 degrees and always remember that it is time to Start Here.
Casey Fringer
VP of Membership

Go for the red: The 3 R’S

When talking about membership, FCCLA uses “The 3 R’s,” which translate to “Recruit, Retain, and Recognize.” Each of
the three R’s represents a key part of membership in FCCLA. Without the membership of not just FCCLA, but all
organizations, what would they be? An organization is what its members make of it. Here is how the three R’s strengthen
membership in our organization.
First, we have to “Recruit.” We have a growing number of members which we are very excited about, but we need to
keep this going. To make a difference in our community and in our world, we need everybody on the same page; then
we can “spread the red” and the ideas that FCCLA stands by so firmly.
In addition to recruiting, we have to “Retain” our members. With all of our great opportunities and options for
improvements once a member joins, FCCLA will stay with him. But as members we need to make all new, and even,
veteran members welcome and want to stay.
The last R is “Recognize.” Success is a good thing, and so we need to recognize that. We need to demonstrate to
members that we do care about them and all of their accomplishments. We should recognize them not with just medals
and their name being announced, but with all the doors that open and all the opportunities that come with FCCLA. The
members are the biggest thing that keeps FCCLA going. Without our members, we would have no need for the
organization or any of our state officers; so keep on Recruiting, Retaining, and Recognizing members!

Meet Your VP of Membership
Casey Lee Fringer is all the way from Manassa, Colorado. (For any of you boxing fans, it’s the same place Jack
Dempsey came from). He is a Junior at Centauri High School, where he is active in sports outside of FCCLA. “Sports
is my life,” he explains, but Casey makes a point to say that football is his favorite game. When not on the track, court,
field, or wearing the red blazer; he can be found watching his favorite TV show, Lost. His favorite song is Stand by Me,
his favorite movie, Stand by Me, though they are definitely not the same. His favorite quote is a quote that helps
everybody realize that there is always a better something: a better life, a better opportunity, or a better path for one’s
success. “We have always held to the hope, the belief, the conviction that there is a better life, a better world, beyond
the horizon.” by Franklin D. Roosevelt.
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Did you know that sea otters hold hands when they sleep so that they don’t drift away from each other?

don’T LeT YoUR Comfort Zone Restrict You

Victoria Valenzuela
VP of Events

Choosing a STAR (Students Taking Action with Recognition) event can be an unruly task. There is so many to choose
from! You ask yourself: Do I explore one of my career interests or do I display my fashion design skills? If you don’t know
what event you want to participate in, that’s okay because this is an opportunity to go outside of your comfort zone!
According to the Stage of Life monthly national survey, teens fear test taking, talking to their parents about personal
problems, peer pressure or not fitting in with people at school, being bullied or harassed at school or other groups/clubs
to which they belong, depression or suicide, the future or life after graduation, poor academic performance or not getting
good grades, money management, having to audition or try-out in order to be a part of something, and school life.
Fortunately, there is a STAR event that can help you overcome these fears and become more comfortable with them!
If you fear test taking, try Parliamentary Procedure. This event allows you to display your knowledge of a subject in a
testing atmosphere.
If you fear talking to your parents about personal problems, create a project about Interpersonal Communications.
This event allows you to become more equipped with communication techniques and the ability to apply them in any
given situation.
If you fear peer pressure or not fitting in with people at school, inform others about its effects in an Illustrated Talk
presentation. This event allows you to learn more about the chosen issue while informing others.
If you fear being bullied or harassed at school or other groups/clubs, put the STOP the Violence National Program in
Action. This event allows you to help prevent youth violence in your school and alleviate not only your fear but others’.
If you fear depression or suicide, use Advocacy to identify this as a local, state or national concern. This event allows
you to make an effort toward positive change while you get the opportunity to gain a better understanding of the issue
If you fear the future or life after graduation, do an in-depth Career Investigation. This event serves as a starting off
point to either determine if a certain career is a possibility or doesn’t suit you.
If you fear poor academic performance or not getting good grades, try an online event: FCCLA Chapter Website or
Digital Stories for Change. These events allow you to focus on your school work while still being able to participate in
events.
If you fear money management, practice handling money with Life Event Planning. This event allows you manage the
costs of an event.
If you fear having to audition or try-out in order to be a part of something, practice communication skills and techniques
when you Promote and Publicize FCCLA! (another STAR event). This event allows you to educate your school and
community about FCCLA while being able to practice public speaking.
If you fear school life, implement an in-depth Chapter Service Project (Display and Portfolio). This event allows you to
make a worthwhile contribution to your school which could better your life and your classmates’ life.
These are just a few examples of how you can step outside of your comfort zone with STAR events. I challenge you to
determine what you fear and participate in an event that that exemplifies it! I mean you have to start somewHERE.

#Go Red: Did you know that there are over 160,000 FCCLA members nationwide?
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Meet Your VP of Events
You’ll be sure to “don’t ever forget her,” when you meet Victoria Valenzuela, the Colorado Vice President of Events. She
attends Coronado High School from Colorado Springs, and will be a senior. She’s had plenty of experience with the
Ultimate Leadership Experience, as Victoria has been President of the Spanish Peaks District, Vice-President of
Membership of Holmes FCCLA, and First Vice President of Coronado FCCLA. Her resume extends much farther, with
her also being Historian of the Coronado Thespian Society, Coronado Mentor, and a dance captain. Along with being an
avid photographer (how about that Colorado Comments Fall 2016 cover?!), Victoria is an actress; having been in
Almost, Maine, Once Upon a Mattress, Of Winners, Losers, and Games; and Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind.
Victoria quotes that “There’s so much beauty in the world, I feel like I can’t take it, and my heart is just going to cave in,”
when asked about her favorite quote. She loves the seeming State Officer favorite color (besides red and black) of
yellow. Victoria has a surprising attribute: she’s watched over ninety-six television series from beginning to end! Among
those ninety-six, her favorites are The Office, Friends, How I Met Your Mother, Parks and Recreation, Grace and
Frankie, and Sense 8. Her favorite movie, also the inspiration for her memorable prop speech from this year’s State
conference, is The Breakfast Club.

Paige Beckman
First Vice President

don’T foRgeT To LiVe in The momenT

As a freshman in high school, senior year seemed too far away. I constantly found myself dreaming of a day four years
down the road in which I would finally receive my diploma and be able to “start my life”. So, for the first year I went
through the motions: I kept my grades high, I contributed to our high school’s sports teams and band, and I did
everything that was expected of me. To me, high school just seemed like a milestone to be overcome in order to move
on to bigger and better things. However, after my freshman year, I realized that my life, in fact, had already begun, and I
did not need my diploma to start living.
I will never forget the moment that my perspective of high school changed. It happened while I was sitting in the closing
ceremony of my first National FCCLA Conference in San Antonio, Texas. The national officers were giving their final
adieus, and their passion for in that moment became so apparent that you could feel it. They told of how their
experiences in FCCLA had changed their lives, and that FCCLA had also given them the opportunity to change the lives
of others. In that moment I realized that high school would be what I chose to make of it. That there were great
experiences to be had, but I had to make the decision to go after them. I realized that, though it was okay to dream
about the future, it was essential that I didn’t miss out on the present in the process.
Members of FCCLA, you have a decision to make. Are you taking advantage of the opportunities that are being given to
you through your high school years? Will you go through the motions, and meet the expectations set for you, or will you
create greater expectations for yourselves? Members, you don’t need a diploma to direct change. As a high school
student, and more specifically as an FCCLA member, you have the tools and opportunities to develop your character
and leadership skills. Will you partake of these opportunities?
This year, I challenge each of you to exceed expectations, to step out of your comfort zones, to network with others, and
to take advantage of being a high school student. There is a great future ahead for each of us, yes. However, if we open
our eyes, there just might be an even better present. Members, high school will be what we make of it; so, let’s make it
epic. Let’s change the world. Are you in?

Meet Your First Vice President
Paige Beckman, from “Wray out there,” will be a senior at Wray High School in Wray, Colorado. She’s been Colorado
First Vice President for two years in a row, but the red and the black isn’t the only thing that keeps her busy. Paige plays
basketball, runs track, participates in Math and Science club, FBLA, Student Council, NHS, and Rho Kappa. She also is
in Spanish Club and band, in which she has been an all-state participant (she plays trumpet!). When she’s not supremely
busy, which is a rarity, she sits down to watch Modern Family. Paige’s sunny personality matches her favorite color, yellow; even though her favorite song is Sinking Deep by Hillsong United. A favorite quote of hers is, “Promise me you’ll always remember: You’re braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think,” by A.A. Milne.
Paige also has a heart of gold: she once caught a bass that would’ve been a new state record, but she released it so it
could continue to live.
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Did you know? A bolt of lightning can be up to six times hotter than the sun!

ABC Road Trip Game for NLC

Carissa Kirschbaum
VP of Recognition

A: Adviser Awards - SAmAnthA Archer of Roosevelt High School received the Adviser Mentor AwArd
Denise GAuck of Holmes Middle School received the MAster Adviser AwArd
Arielle BergmAnn of ChApArrAl High School received the Spirit of Advising AwArd
B: Business Meeting where the Bylaw amendments were defeated
C: California weather, palm trees, and beaches
D: Five Different firework Displays
E: Empowering members
F: Ford driving skills For liFe provided hands on saFety tips
G: Gala was enjoyed by some members
H: Harbor at San Diego
I: IntroducIng Start Somewhere, 2016-2017 Program of Work
J: Josh Shipp’s message was to always let things go and pick yourself up
K: KicKing bacK and meeting new people.
L: Listening to nationaL officer candidate speeches
M: Mepower gives that one individual May feel sMall but they May be able to help soMeone else
N: NatioNal 1st Vice PresideNt Victoria CoNNor was iNstalled duriNg closiNg ceremoNy
O: State Officer training stressed the value Of clear cOmmunicatiOn
P: Proud of Brooklynn Bracelin who ran for a national office
Q: Quality job STAR events:
100% for Sanford High School’s Focus on Children team
100% for Windsor High School’s Life Event Planning participant
99% for the Chapter in Review Display team from Merino High School
99% for the Chapter in Review Portfolio team from Roosevelt High School
99% for the Digital Stories for Change team from Cherry Creek High School
99% for the Hospitality, Tourism, and Recreation participant from Grandview High School
R: Revisions on FACTS and Financial Fitness weRe intRoduced at nationals
S: STAR event participantS earned 76 Gold, 32 Silver and 12 Bronze
T: Talking To exhibiTors such as Dude Be Nice
U: Unique STAR event projects designed by oUr members
V: Volunteers with STAR Events
W: Workshops: Project Elevate and the Intern Queen
X: EXtra hard working voting delegates
Y: You at the Denver Cluster Meeting November 2016
Z: Zoo is where Colorado spent Sunday!

Comments about the Colorado Comments or suggestions for it? Contact VP of Publications Sally Jane Ruybalid cofccla.vppublications@gmail.com
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Start here to take the lead

Joseph Cruz
VP of Peer Education

Do you want to continue implementing your leadership skills? Whether that be close to home or on top of a mountain,
the Leadership Institute offers many valuable resources and even a few perks.
The Leadership Institute (LI) is a great way for all affiliated members to learn from a chapter, district, and state level.
With the help of our great state officer team, you will be given a mentor who will help you with the skills needed to harbor
your leadership potential. While driving down the road to success, any officer from each level (chapter, district, or state)
is given a period of 1 to 4 years to take the wheel. This is done by attending conferences and completing various levels
of practicum that range from all three levels meant to continue hitting the pavement for all things FCCLA. While the
journey seems extensive, the destination is triumphant! From learning to teaching, community outreach, peer education,
and speaking out for FCCLA, the Leadership Institute gives members the skills they need to be successful, but all of this
wouldn't be worth it without you. So join the LI and we'll see you next year at the Colorado State FCCLA Leadership
Conference. There, you will enjoy:
 Certified officer" certificate
 Invitation to VIP party at SLC
 Specialty ribbon for SLC name tag
 Recognition during opening ceremony at the Colorado State leadership conference
So, save the date and accelerate your FCCLA experience! For more information on the Leadership Institute on the state
website.

Meet VP of Peer Education
Joseph Cruz is a rising senior from Lakewood, Colorado. He attends Jefferson Jr./Sr. High School in Edgewater,
Colorado. This first year officer currently holds the Vice President of Peer Education for the 2016-2017 year. While
FCCLA is very important to Joseph, he holds a part-time job, volunteers at school events, and loves to binge watch
Netflix. If Joseph had to pick favorite colors it would be red and orange. This quote by H. Jackson Brown, Jr. "The best
preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today" is Joseph’s favorite quote. Joseph loves music and can’t pick one
song, but his favorite band is Panic! At the Disco. His favorite TV show is Big Brother, and he can constantly watch all of
The Hunger Games movies.

Learn the facts about facts

Tatianna Medina
VP of Programs

Did you know that currently 15% of Coloradans admit to not wearing their seatbelts? Did you also know that up to 47% of
driver collisions are caused by distracted driving? FACTS (Families Acting for Community Traffic Safety) is an amazing
National Program to help your chapter steer in the right direction to stay safe on the road!
FCCLA is ready to create change that will impact drivers on and off the road and you can help: the road to a safer drive
starts with you and your community. So, what can you do? Start an awesome project with your chapter, help organize
local events to raise awareness; and most importantly, be an advocate for safe driving. Something as simple as taking
away a friend’s phone when they are driving can make a huge impact. Colorado FCCLA is using this fantastic National
Program by taking it to the next level and partnering up with local government officials, such as the Colorado Department
of Transportation (CDOT) and the Department of Motorized Vehicles( DMV) to advocate for safe driving. Talking to your
local government officials and even your local law enforcement can help them become great supporters. They can help
you and your chapter in taking the next step to keeping your community safe.
Talk about the FACTS National Program with your chapter today and help us in shifting gears towards creating a safer
road ahead.
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Hope to see you at National Cluster Meetings in Denver, Nov. 4th-6th!

Meet Your VP of Programs
Meet Tatianna Medina, the senior from Centaurus High School in Centaurus, who is your Vice President of National
Programs. She may look familiar, since she was the Vice President of Publications for Colorado last year. Besides
FCCLA, Tatianna has a passion for music and musical theatre. “Making music is what I live for,” Tatianna points out, and
she participates in her school’s honor choir and simply loves to sing and dance. On that note, -no pun intended- her
favorite song is Sixteen by Bombay Bicycle Club. She enjoys volunteering at local shops and businesses, and is
addicted to the TV show Adventure Time. Tatianna’s favorite color? Rainbow! “Because choosing favorites is just mean,
and every color has its own beauty,” she argues. Surprisingly, her nickname is Todd, a common name many back at
Centaurus call her, taken from “Todd-e-anna.” Tatianna loves the movie The Fault in Our Stars, the same place her
favorite quote originated: “That’s the thing about pain. It demands to be felt.” by Hazel Grace Lancaster.

Emily Gutierrez
VP of Finance

Money: An issue every teen must face

In today's world, teens find themselves worrying about money earlier and earlier, forcing them to withdraw from the
simple pleasure such as going to a concert or going out to eat. Things like spending seventy dollars on dinner seem to
be things that only baby boomers can enjoy. Studies have shown that 41% of millennials have student debt which is
forcing them to delay lifetime events such as getting married or buying a house. Yet, today's youth are being expected to
move up in the world where the cost of living has gone up, but the only jobs that youth are able to work have kept their
wages the same. Generation X and Y definitely have their differences, but one piece of advice that is given to people
time over time is to build a budget. A budget that includes the cost of gas also includes the amount of money they can
spend buying their significant other dinner. Money saving tips often talk about cutting back on luxuries such as coffee or
other snacks, but be reminded this isn't a bad thing. The average American spends around 1,200 dollars a year on fast
food. But the average income and benefits a household receives every year is 50,000 dollars. While it might not be a
good idea to spend forty dollars at Arby's once a week, remember that buying a lemonade every once in a while is not a
gratifying sin.

Meet Your VP of Finance
Emily Gutierrez attends Roosevelt High School where she's starting her sophomore year in Johnstown. She lives in
Johnstown's sister town of Milliken. Emily ran for a state officer position and managed to get Vice President of Finance.
She has never held a state officer position before, but is enjoying the experience so far. Outside of FCCLA, her many
hobbies include playing video games, reading comics, listening and making music, and being a Pokemon trainer. Her
favorite color is gray and happens to be a team instinct member in Pokemon Go. Emily enjoys reading folk poetry called
kah mukarni as well as enjoys comics such as My Hero Academy. She listens to music of all genres, save for country,
and music of all languages. Emily is fluent in Spanish and hopes to become fluent in Arabic and Japanese soon.

The term “FCCLA” was used over eighty-seven times in this publication!
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Steer clear of negative noise
“Turn that stuff off!”

“Would you turn that down?!”

Sierra Edgar
Secretary

“Turn that off and pay attention!”

Noise. We hear it all around us. Everywhere we travel, we’re surrounded by noise- both good and bad. Noise can come
from music, social media, friends, and even ourselves. The good noise is easy to listen to- we all love it. But what of the
bad noise?
“Would you turn that down?!” Bad noise can come in any shape or form, sometimes even disguising itself as good
noise. Name calling, physical pushing, teasing, and abuse can all be considered “bad noise”. While some of these are
obvious, others- like teasing- can easily be brushed to the side. Because of this, it can be hard for us to steer around
this noise without ending up in an accident. Teens these days are easily running into these “accidents.” On social media
alone, 23% of teens see people frequently stirring up drama, 50% of teens occasionally have someone help them
through tough times, 11% frequently see people post things from stuff they weren’t invited to, and 9% have people post
things about them that they can’t change. However, if we turn that horrible noise down, it can end up being easier for us
to navigate our life. Although, just turning it down won’t help us stay positive all the time. How can we stay positive with
all this noise? Experts at Mental Health America say that to stay positive, we should think of a positive future, look for
the silver lining, avoid dwelling on downers, disconnect, and much more.
“Turn that stuff off!” However simply cheesy this may be, we all have the willpower to turn the negative noise off.
Whether it comes in the form of a person, song, post, or video, we can all delete, turn off, and avoid the negative noise.
If we steer clear of the sources of the negative noise, we can all lead more positive lives. While it's not always easy to
get rid of it due to it being a normal part of our daily lives, more often than not, getting rid of that noise is a necessity. By
turning the negative noise off, we can pay more attention to the moments in our life that really matter.
“Turn that off and pay attention!” By developing strategies for handling negative noise in our lives, we can turn our
attention to the things that can help us get places. We can focus more on our passions, fight our fears (which can be in
the form of the negative noise), and focus on our futures. If we take the time to pay attention to this positive noise, we
can have a voice-our own voice. It will be something that we can turn up, share, and head towards: a goal, a mission, a
future. That's what powerful positive noise is. It's fears that we've faced and overcome; it's our passion, our hobbies, our
wonderfully positive life.
In FCCLA this year, we are planning on helping you face your fears and drown out the negative noise on your road trip
through Colorado. We are planning on doing this by empowering members to signal their concerns in themselves and
their community. We’ll help you get your community up to speed by finding and addressing their needs. We’ll also help
you become and advocate by accelerating the knowledge of members and community leaders. Throughout the year we
will be traveling to chapters all over the state, as well as holding National Cluster Meetings, trying to get the word out
about FCCLA. We encourage you to come to the National Cluster Meetings so you can learn even more about FCCLA
as well as how you can turn off the negative noise in your life.
“Hey, turn that up!”

“I love this one!”

“This is awesome!”

Noise. We hear it all around us. Everywhere we travel, we're surrounded by noise- both good and bad. What kind of
noise will you make?

Meet Your Secretary
“It’s alright to do things the way you want. There is no map to life, no blueprints to survival, you can create your world day
by day if you have a clear vision and an unwillingness to give up.” These words- spoken by John O’Callaghan- help her
get through everyday life. These simple words remind me that she doesn’t have to conform to other people’s
expectations. She can do what she wants to and if it ends up matching their expectations, well, then they can celebrate.
However, if she doesn’t meet their expectations but is doing what she loves then that’s perfectly fine. Who is she? It’s
Sierra Edgar from Merino High School in Merino, Colorado and she is your 2016-2017 Secretary. In FCCLA she has also
been her chapter’s Reporter/Historian, however, she’s never held a state office position before. When school starts up
again in the fall, Sierra will be a Junior. Outside of FCCLA, Sierra participates in band (playing flute), choir, volleyball,
National Honor Society, and basketball. Her favorite color has always been blue, favorite TV show is Doctor Who,
favorite movie is Pirates of the Caribbean, and her favorite song is “Unravel” by TK. Sierra speaks Italian, French, and
Spanish (though not fluently) and has participated in a First Friday performance in Sterling, Colorado with her grandpa
(she played flute and he played violin). She reminds her fellow FCCLA members to remember, no matter what you domake sure you do it the way you want.
Thank you to Ms. Lynn Zemanek, state team adviser and Merino adviser, for the State Officer Portraits!
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The individuality of the industries

Sally Jane Ruybalid
VP of Publications

In 1876, a territory called Colorado joined a union called the United States. Then, its main industry was mining: coal,
lead, silver, gold, you name it. As the new state further progressed, the economy broadened to not only mining, but also
agriculture and livestock. Soon, the economy was diverse with industry-related feats and service sectors (tourism).
It truly doesn’t matter how large or small your community in which you reside is, because somehow, it contributes by
some way to the long list of Colorado industries. Your community may be less than a hundred or more than several hundred thousand people, but still, it makes an impact. As we take the road trip to leadership this year in FCCLA, we note
every city and town we have in Colorado, what it has to offer, and how we can recognize it.
The cities and towns in Colorado are similar to the members of Colorado FCCLA. Every member is just as different as
the one before it, yet we all convene as a unit to create a symphony of success because of our differences.
So, members, it doesn’t matter who you are, where you’re from, or what you contribute when trying to be successful. It all
pertains to the how. How hard you try is the key to your success. Don’t be fearful of who you are, where you’re from, or
what you contribute to FCCLA. Your uniqueness is what makes Colorado FCCLA work, because, like the State of Colorado’s economy, even the tiniest industry contribution is worthwhile.
Remember to drive safely, join us at Clusters, fight your fears, shut out the negative noise, and continue with us in
FCCLA. Even the tiniest industry contribution is worthwhile, and it’s the reason to our success. As always, thank you for
choosing to be a part of FCCLA, because you are important to us.

Meet Your VP of Publications
Sally Jane Ruybalid hails from Trinidad, Colorado where she will be a Senior at Trinidad High School this fall. Though
she’d never held an FCCLA state office before, she is the State Vice President of Publications for the 2016-2017 year.
Outside of FCCLA, she volunteers at two local museums and as a pseudo-victim for area triage drills, is the THS Student
Council President, Knowledge Bowl A-team Captain, Miner Marching band head drum-major, President of her class and
Vice President of her local FCCLA chapter, and the First Vice President of the Colorado FCCLA Spanish Peaks District.
Her favorite color has always been yellow, she loves any Oscar Wilde quote she can find, and thinks “Birch Tree” by
Foals is a great song. Before she had to get glasses, Sally had wanted to be a fighter pilot on the Air Force F-35 units,
but it’s something you’d never imagine about her!

National cluster Meeting in Denver

Victoria Connor
National 1st Vice President

Have you ever wanted to attend a National Conference but it was just too expensive to go? Well, look no further! The
National Cluster Meeting November 4-6 is the perfect opportunity for you to experience the professionalism and excitement of a National FCCLA Conference HERE in Colorado! By attending, you can sharpen your public speaking skills,
grow your leadership, explore career pathways, and meet members from across the country. Explore your “Unlimited
Possibilities” by visiting the Exhibit Hall and the College and Career Fair, attending workshops, and participating in one of
the following Skills Demonstration Events:
 Culinary Food Art
 Consumer Math Challenge
 Culinary Knife Skills
 Culinary Math Challenge
 FCCLA Creed Speaking and Interpretation
 Early Childhood Challenge
 Impromptu Speaking
 FCCLA Knowledge Challenge
 Interior Design Sketch
 Hospitality, Tourism and Recreation Challenge
 Speak Out for FCCLA
 Nutrition Challenge
 Technology in Teaching
 Science in FACS Challenge
 Toys That Teach
 Culinary Chicken Fabrication
For more information on Skills Demonstration Events, check out the national webpage.
I look forward to seeing you and your Colorado pride in November at the 2016 National Cluster Meeting in Denver!

Ordinary riches can be stolen; real riches cannot. In your soul there are infinitely precious things that cannot be taken away from you.”- Oscar Wilde
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Meet National 1st Vice President
Victoria Connor isn’t a Colorado State Officer this year, she’s the National First Vice President! She attends Cherry Creek
High School in Greenwood Village. There, she’ll be starting senior year. Her FCCLA story runs deep, as she has been
chapter Treasurer and chapter President as well as the Colorado State Secretary. Additionally, Victoria is the Boys and
Girls Club Community Service Board Member for Big Sisters, plays tennis, and works at Top Golf. She also likes hiking
and going to sporting events (“Go Broncos!” she notes). Her favorite quote is by Confucius: “It does not matter how
slowly you go as long as you do not stop.” Victoria’s favorite TV show is Grey’s Anatomy, and although she does a lot of
public speaking and socializing with FCCLA members, she can actually be really shy sometimes. Her favorite color is
blue.

2016—2017 Calendar of events
SEPTEMBER 2016

September 19: SPANISH PEAKS DISTRICT CONFERENCE
September 26: SCENIC COUNTRY DISTRICT CONFERENCE
September 26-27: FALL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING
September 27: ARKANSAS VALLEY DISTRICT CONFERENCE
September 28-October 1: CAPITOL LEADERSHIP

October 2016
October 10: NORTHERN FALL DISTRICT CONFERENCE
October 12: SAN LUIS VALLEY DISTRICT CONFERENCE
October 18: MOUNTAIN SHADOWS FALL DISTRICT CONFERENCE
MOUNTAIN VIEW FALL DISTRICT CONFERENCE
October 19: NORTHEASTERN PLAINS FALL DISTRICT CONFERENCE

NOVEMBER 2016

November 4-6: NATIONAL CLUSTER MEETING

February 2017
February 16: FCCLA DAY AT THE CAPITOL

March 2017

March 1: SCHOLARSHIP & AWARDS DEADLINE

April 2017
April 13-15: STATE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
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